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In fact, it's not surprising that Xingbei, after all, in their impression, except for some powerful areas, the 

martial arts of Shen Yuehai are not as good as those of Shen Yuehai, so they naturally despise these 

outsiders. But who would have thought that what he met would be ye Chen, a perverted and extreme 

existence? 

 

The stone tablet roared wildly, and turned the attack direction of his curved sword madly. Facing the 

destruction sword, he cut out a water blue, extremely cold light of the curved moon sword! 

 

In a flash, the blue and black lights collided a moment earlier than the stone sword and bone whip! 

 

The light is only in the air. After a moment of stalemate, the sword light of the stone tablet will be 

broken in an instant! 

 

The face of the stele changed wildly. While waving the curved sword, it inspired the protective armor. 

Countless blue moon shaped swords formed a sword net to protect the stele. The jade white inner 

armor also spread a dragon chant and a jade dragon shadow, which appeared in the sword net and 

wound on the surface of the stele! 

 

Another big bang! 

 

The sword blade cut by Ye Chen instantly tore up the defense under the stone tablet in a hurry. The 

curved moon sword net instantly turned into a little light and dust, and was chopped on the jade 

dragon. The strong impact swept around, and a scream sounded! 

 

The body of the stele suddenly flies out, the chest is bright red, and there is a ferocious sword wound! 

 

At the same time, Xi rong'er's epee collides with Xing Linghua's bone whip again! 



 

Under the heavy pressure of the stone sword, the bone whip bends in an instant. Xi rong'er smashes the 

bone whip against Xing Linghua's chest! 

 

With a flash of white light, there was also a jade dragon wrapped around Xing Linghua's delicate body. 

However, the result was almost the same as that of the stone stele. Although it offset part of the power 

of the sword, the stone sword was still smashed on her chest in the end! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Xing Linghua suddenly highlighted a mouthful of blood. Her body suddenly flew back and forth, 

smashing it hard on the ground, leaving a huge hole in the ground. Her breath was extremely weak, and 

her chest was even more bloody, looking extremely miserable. 

 

The whole scene changed, and they went back to the street again. Ye Chen slowly walked to the front of 

the Xingbei, looked down at him, and said with a smile, "is it a bit despicable to intervene in other 

people's battles? A young master 

 

At the moment, where is the previous indifference and pride? 

 

He looked at Ye Chen, as if he had seen a ghost. He clenched his teeth and said nothing. 

 

On the other side, Xi rong'er also put a stone sword against Xing Linghua's throat and said in a deep 

voice, "now, can you apologize?" 

 

Xing Linghua looks extremely ugly and looks at the criminal stele. 

 

The stone tablet nodded in secret. 

 

Xing Linghua bit his lower lip and snorted coldly. "I was wrong. I was rude to Mr. Ye just now. Please give 

me a lot of money. Please forgive me this time..." 

 



Her eyes flashed a very unwilling look and glanced at Ye Chen. How could she not understand why 

Chihai, the weakest and bullying among the inland seas, had such a perversion? 

 

What's more, this person is still from the outside? 

 

No one believes it! 

 

Does this outside refer to heaven and man? 

 

This time, their brother and sister are really wrong! 

 

I wanted to knead the soft persimmon, but I didn't expect to kick it on the iron plate! 

 

At this time, two spatial fluctuations appear at the same time, showing two figures. 

 

One is a noble and dignified middle-aged man with bronze complexion. He is Xi Yun, and the other is 

pale and dead. This is Xing GUI, the leader of the White Sea Guanghan hall! 

 

Although his cultivation is similar to that of Xifu, he is only one step away from the breakthrough. His 

strength is even more than that of Xifu! 

 

Looking at the two Xings who had fallen to the ground, Xing GUI said to Xi Fu with a somber face: 

"brother Xi, You Xi family has really taught us a lot. How can you make these two useless things of the 

Xing family look like this? He he, Xing is extremely envious. " 

 

Xi Yun said with a faint smile: "where do you say, brother Xing, I want to envy you Xing family. If you 

have Linghua, the child's smart teeth, I'm afraid that our Xi family would not have been in Chihai for a 

long time. You can even say such words as bastards. I'm afraid no one can beat your opponents in the 

Senate meeting." 

 

Xing GUI's face changed, and he actually bowed over to Xifu and said, "Xing apologized to the Xi family 

for these two unreasonable children." 



 

Xiyun did not speak, just stood quietly in place. 

 

Seeing this, Xing GUI frowned slightly. He glared at them fiercely. With a wave of his hand, the three 

people's bodies disappeared from their original places in an instant. 

 

Xi rong'er explains: "Uncle Wu, it's not us who make trouble, it's these two Xing family guys..." 

 

Before he finished speaking, Xi Yun waved his hand and said, "don't say it's you. Even I just can't help but 

direct my hand to teach these two ungrounded little animals!" 

 

Xi rong'er hears the speech and smiles. Uncle Wu only said that he told them not to make trouble, but 

he didn't say that he made them afraid.If we let the Xing family bully them to the end, and they have to 

swallow their anger, they don't deserve to be the royal family. 

 

Xi Yun calmed down his anger and sneered: "however, these two cubs have paid a price. They are not 

lightly injured. Even if they are cured, it will affect their performance in the comparison of turning the 

moon into the moon."? Hehe, this time the treasure box of melting the moon has no relationship with 

these two people. " 

 

There was a flicker of excitement in his eyes and said: "this time, it seems that Chihai is going to raise 

eyebrows and puff up on the big ratio." 

 

Xiyun looked at Ye Chen with a look of pride in his eyes and said with a smile, "however, I dare not let 

you hang out on the street alone after making such a scene. Xing GUI is not a generous guy." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "in this case, Uncle Wu will go with us to eat something." 

 

"It's just right that I know a good store," Xi said 

 

After all, the body disappeared in the street. 

 



The middle-aged woman selling candied haws was still a little dazed for a while. It seemed that some did 

not understand what had just happened. Just then, a white haired boy came to her and said with a 

smile, "boss, bring me a bunch of sugar gourd." 

 

When the boss heard the voice of the boy, he regained his mind, took out a bunch of sugar gourd and 

handed it to the young man and said, "take it, young master." 

 

The young man tasted the sweet sugar gourd and showed a happy look. He looked at the direction Ye 

Chen and others were leaving. His eyes flashed and he said to himself, "Su Zi said that this man is just 

the holy ancestral realm, and has condensed the seal of Tao. It is true! This time, it seems that it will be 

very interesting. This time, I have come to the right place. " 
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…… 

 

A day later, a huge transmission array covered two warships at the same time. With a flash of light, the 

two ships disappeared at the port at the same time. 

 

Standing on the deck, ye Chen only felt a whirl of the earth. In a flash, he was in a completely strange 

sea area! 

 

He looked at the scene in front of him, and his face was shocked. What he saw was a huge and 

indescribable island! 

 

It's even inappropriate to describe it as an island. It's more appropriate to say that it's the mainland! 

 

In front of this land, the huge boat of Guanghan palace in Chihai looks like an ant! 

 

Zeng Jin Ye Chen has entered the soul eating island. He thought it was the largest island in the sinking 

moon sea 



 

But who would have thought that there were not only scattered islands in this sunken moon sea, but 

also such a continent? 

 

At the same time, he was also a little curious about what kind of competition should be conducted on 

such continents? 

 

At this time, a middle-aged man with a resolute face in black armor appeared on the shore, saluted Xi Fu 

and Xing GUI and said, "Li Quwen, the law enforcement Hall of the Black Sea, came to meet the 

distinguished guests of the Red Sea and the white sea at the order of the hall master." 

 

"Let's go," he said 

 

After that, the three men moved and fell in front of Li Quwen. 

 

At the same time, there are four shadows falling. 

 

It's the man of the white sea! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly, vaguely, as if he felt something. He subconsciously looked in the 

direction of the white sea people. He had already seen the three Xing family members. His eyes flashed 

over them and landed on the last white haired boy. 

 

The young man's expression moved, as if sensing Ye Chen's line of sight, slightly turned his head and 

showed a gentle smile to Ye Chen. 

 

But ye Chen's hair is suddenly inverted, the next moment, a roar, rolling evil spirit from ye Chen's body, 

burst out! 

 

The moment Ye Chen and the white haired boy looked at each other, he displayed the body of the 

heavenly demon. Not only that, but also in the evil spirit, there was a layer of purple flame burning on 

the body surface, and the destruction of Daoyun was stirring all over the body! 



 

Subconsciously, he went into a state of combat, playing his cards gradually, as if he was not facing a 

young man with a smile, who looked harmless to human beings and animals, but some ancient fierce 

beast! 

 

For a moment, everyone looked at Ye Chen with a strange look on his face. How could ye Chen suddenly 

look like this? 

 

However, ye Chen did not relax at all. He gazed at the white haired boy, and there was a faint sweat on 

his forehead. The white haired boy saw this and flashed a trace of surprise in his eyes. However, after a 

moment, he recovered his calm and said with a faint smile: "Hello, brother, I'm under the white 

sparrow." 

 

Ye Chen smelled the speech and took a deep breath. He pressed down his breath and said, "my name is 

Ye Chen." 

 

For a moment, people are a little confused, is this the way ye Chen greets? 

 

However, the white sparrow is a look of fun, secretly smile: "can you see through my strength? It's kind 

of interesting. " 

 

As Baique guessed, although he also covered up his accomplishments in some way, ye Chen, seeing him, 

judged the real strength of the white bird through the three methods of removing clouds. At that time, 

he could not help but take a breath of air. The white bird was even better than Xing GUI. 

 

Not only that, ye Chen also felt a very dangerous breath from the body of the white bird! 

 

It is this breath that makes Ye Chen subconsciously enter and display all means, ready to fight! 

 

Li Quwen coughed softly and said, "ladies and gentlemen, please follow me into the venue and wait for 

the big match to begin." 

 

After that, he led the people of Red Sea and white sea to the meeting hall. 



 

On the way, ye Chen secretly opened his mouth to xuanhanyu and said, "xuanxianzi, the martial road of 

the sinking moon sea is so terrible that he should be less than 500 years old? What's more, the 

inexplicable smell on his body actually made me feel threatened. " 

 

Xuanhanyu was silent for a moment and said, "Ye Chen, if I guess correctly, this man is the real dark son 

of the moon! His martial arts have already surpassed the level of the evil spirits in the Sunmoon sea, and 

only the dark son of the Sunmoon can reach such a high level 

 

Maybe, the matter that you pretended to be the dark son of the moon has been exposed, but I don't 

know why. The elder will not fight against you. This time, it seems that it is not so simple This dark moon 

may have come for you 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, pupil shrinks, come for oneself? 

 

Originally, it was not a simple thing to crush all the demons on the six projects. Now we have to face the 

dark moon? 

 

Not long after that, ye Chen, led by Li Quwen, came to the main venue. Nine seats were set up in front 

of the venue. At this time, three of them were already seated. 

 

Among the three, two men and one woman were extremely terrifying. One of them, a middle-aged man 

in a Black Dragon Robe with a sinister look in his eyes and a calm temperament, said with a smile: 

"brother Xi, brother Xing, you are finally here." 

 

Xi Xuan and Xing GUI also exchanged greetings with him with a smile. He was the master of Guanghan 

palace in the Black Sea, named Chu Wuying.Among the other two, the young woman with eyes like silk 

and a smile on her mouth is the master of Guanghan hall in Qinghai Province, Qin Ruhua. 

 

The last young man, who looks about 30 years old and elegant, is the master of Huanghai Guanghan hall, 

named Gao Xuanxin. 

 

Xi Yun and Xi rong'er took the main seat, while ye Chen, Xi rong'er and Bai Hai sat cross legged on the 

futon prepared in front of the square. 



 

Ye Chen just sat down, he felt a line of sight towards himself. His eyes flashed and looked in the 

direction of the line of sight, but his eyes twinkled with purple light. 

 

Ye Chen and the purple eyes on the moment, in the sea, it seems to float up a burst of purple fog, the 

purple fog floating between, actually is to make his consciousness more dizzy, sink up, that pair of 

purple eyes like a purple black hole in general, inhaled its spirit, can not extricate themselves! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's mind of the refining peak is golden and generous, his eyes turned into pure 

black color, the body of reading the devil is displayed to the extreme! 

 

The power of the rolling spirit turned into a storm in the sea of knowledge and swept away the purple 

fog. Ye Chencai suddenly broke free from the purple eyes! 

 

What I saw was a beautiful young man with purple hair and purple eyes and a mark on his forehead! 

 

Ye Chen's heart beat wildly, no doubt, he met another dark son of the moon! 

 

The purple haired boy saw Ye Chen so quickly that he recovered his mind. A strange light appeared in his 

purple eyes. He raised a cold smile and said, "Qinghai, Suzi." 

 

Ye Chen looks dignified. This is the second dark moon! 

 

How many more sunken moons will appear in this big ratio? 
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Don't say to get all the treasure boxes of the moon. Ye Chen now feels that it is not an easy thing to get 

one. After all, if the strength of the other sunken moons is not much different from the two teenagers, 

then it will be difficult 

 



Now ye Chen, and these people still have a certain gap. 

 

Xuanhanyu said: "don't worry, you may not lose. In addition to assessing the comprehensive ability of 

the contestants, on the other hand, it is testing the potential! Although these dark moons are strong, 

they are still on potential? Together, they will not be your opponents! " 

 

"You are the reincarnation of reincarnation! What are you afraid of? 

 

after a short time, the competitors from the four major open seas came one after another. Behind the 

hall masters of the four halls in the East, West, North and south, they followed one person respectively. 

All of them looked at Ye Chen and gave him a smile. 

 

Xi rong'er, sitting next to Ye Chen, and Xi Yun, sitting on the main seat, frowned slightly. Obviously, he 

found the abnormality of these people. When he thought of Ye Chen's reaction when he first saw a 

white bird, he could not help worrying 

 

After this period of contact, they are very clear that ye Chen is definitely not a person who will lose his 

state at will! 

 

Well, the problem can only be found in the white bird! 

 

And now, are these people all acting weird? 

 

Xi Xuan's eyes twinkled, and he couldn't help asking Xing GUI beside him: "brother Xing, what's the 

origin of the white sparrow in the white sea? What kind of influence did I come from? Why have I never 

heard of him? " 

 

After hearing the speech, Xing GUI's face changed slightly. His eyes were somewhat evasive and said: 

"it's just a friend's child. My friend can't live in seclusion all the year round. You don't know it. It's 

normal." 

 

Seeing Xing GUI's look, Xi Yun's doubts became more intense. He had never heard of him, not only the 

white bird, the purple haired boy in Qinghai, but also the contestants brought by the four major open 



seas. As a royal family, he hardly knew any of the talented people who took part in the monthly contest. 

Occasionally, there were only one or two of them, but now there are six at a time One? 

 

It's a little abnormal 

 

Moreover, these people seem to have one thing in common, that is, they seem to be quite interested in 

Ye Chen 

 

What is the origin of these young people who can make Xing GUI evasive and let Ye Chen subconsciously 

enter into a state of combat? 

 

Ye Chen, on the contrary, is a little numb. The potential and strength of these dark moons are extremely 

terrible. 

 

There's a problem. 

 

Seeing that people had come to Qi, Chu Wu Ying stood up and said, "since people have arrived in Qi, 

then, it's not too late. Let's start now." 

 

As soon as his voice dropped, several shadow transmission crystals suddenly rose behind him. At the 

same time, a huge array covered the whole continent! 

 

At the moment when the array was opened, the rolling evil spirit was diffused over the continent. A roar 

of thunder reverberated behind Chu Wuying. All the Tianjiao people sitting in the hall were flashing their 

eyes! 

 

Is there such a powerful evil spirit and a large number of demons in this continent? 

 

Now the array has opened a little gap, which seems to make some of the demons wake up from the seal 

and appear on this continent. 

 

However, these demons are still unable to leave this continent because of the array constraints. 



 

What does Chu Wuying want to do with these demons? 

 

Chu Wu Ying said with a smile: "this continent is said to be the land of ancient demons. Do you know 

that there is a very special demon clan in this sunken moon sea? They have slaughtered Terrans and 

moon Protoss endlessly It's extremely cruel... " 

 

When they heard this, they looked at Chu Wuying without saying a word. Ye Chen looked at the dark 

children of the deep moon. Their eyes flashed slightly, as if thinking of something. 

 

Chu Wu Ying continued: "this demon clan is called the real demon of the sinking moon! The moon 

sinking demons released this time are all the existence of the later period and even the peak of heaven 

and earth 

 

Many people's faces changed slightly when they heard the speech. 

 

Although they are all evil spirits in various sea areas, but no one has the peak strength of heaven and 

earth! 

 

Of course, the moonlights are the exception. 

 

A strong man from the Yellow Sea frowned slightly and said, "dare you ask the master of Chu palace that 

our big contest is going on in this land full of late heaven and earth and even peak demons?" 

 

Chu Wu Ying said with a smile: "yes, this competition is a preliminary contest. Next, you will be sent to 

all parts of the island. After that, we will decide who can participate in the real assessment through your 

performance in the preliminary contest." 

 

The strong man's look changed and said, "the Lord asked me to face these demons. Is it a little too 

grudging?" 

 

Many people nodded and said, "yes, the preliminaries are unreasonable." 



 

"How can there always be such a preliminaries?" 

 

"Is there something wrong with the master of Chu hall?" 

 

It's just a preliminaries! 

 

Even if the real assessment is not counted, we have to risk our lives? 

 

If so, it's ok if you don't participate in the Huayue Dabi! 

 

Although the treasure box of the moon is precious, it will not take your life to go to the museum, will 

it?They are the most promising children of heaven, but they don't want to die here inexplicably. 

 

Chu Wu Ying seemed to have expected the reaction of the people. He said with a smile: "you are at 

ease. Please listen to my explanation. Although the moon sinking demon exists in the later period of 

heaven and earth and even at the peak, the strength of the real devil itself has not reached this level." 

 

What is the meaning of this? 

 

Chu Wu Ying went on: "there are three kinds of real demons, namely, the moon sinking force, the moon 

soul and the moon sinking martial arts. The three kinds of moon sinking demons are affected by the 

seal, and their overall strength has been greatly weakened, especially the most powerful one! Your 

strength is enough to deal with it! 

 

There are magic crystals in the head of the real devil. After the preliminary competition, the number of 

magic crystals you have in your hands is also one of the important conditions for judging your 

achievements. If you collect 30 magic crystals, you can directly end the preliminary contest and enter 

the competition! " 

 

All these Tianjiao heard the speech, and there was a joy in their eyes! 

 



Most of the talented people who participated in the Huayue contest had a special ability. After being 

restrained by seal, these three demons had great defects in strength, spirit and martial arts. They just 

became their prey! 

 

All these geniuses are rubbing their hands one by one and look proud. It seems that they all want to win 

the favor of the nine sea hall masters in this preliminary contest! 

 

Xi rong'er is also beaming with joy. She is far superior to her peers in strength. She must be able to take 

advantage of the moon sinking force devil. She turns her head and is about to ask Ye Chen what kind of 

demon clan Ye Chen wants to deal with. However, when she sees Ye Chen's face, she can't help but be 

stunned 

 

Usually, give a person indifference, even, some cold feeling of Ye Chen, at this moment, actually is the 

face of the color of ecstasy, even, the eyes also emerged a very hot light! 

 

Xi rong'er has some doubts. Is it that ye Chen has found a suitable target for her? 

 

Chu Wu Ying saw this and said, "the preliminaries last for seven days. Now, this competition officially 

begins. I hope you can get a good result!" 

 

As soon as his voice fell, there was a ray of light emerging from under the futon, enveloping the 

contestant in the light column. 
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At this time, among the black sea cucumber competitors, a young man with narrow eyes and holding a 

gorgeous sword, looked at several contestants from the open sea with a cold smile and said, "ladies and 

gentlemen, after collecting 30 magic crystals in this preliminary competition, we can advance directly. 

Besides the real demon of sinking moon, who else do we need to say more about?" 

 

All the men and women around him laughed at his words, and the woman said, "is this rubbish worth 

fighting with us? Ha ha, as usual, it would be nice to be the victim of our successful promotion. " 



 

Hearing the dialogue of the black sea people, the Yellow Sea, Qinghai, white sea contestants, looking at 

those open sea competitors, can not help but take a cruel color, as if looking at a lamb to be 

slaughtered. 

 

This is also the unwritten rules of the month comparison. The inland competitors will concentrate on 

dealing with the offshore competitors in this preliminary contest! 

 

Chu Wu Ying looked at several masters of Guanghan hall in the open sea and said with a rather helpless 

smile: "these children are not sensible. Brothers, please don't be wise with them." 

 

The outer sea hall owners smell speech are just a light wave of hands, actually there is not too much 

emotional exposure. 

 

Chu Wu Ying could not help but be stunned. In the past, if such a situation appeared, the hall owners did 

not have a good face. 

 

However, he did not care too much, the next moment, that crowd of contestants will disappear on the 

square. 

 

…… 

 

After a while, ye Chen appeared in a forest. He did not find any trace of the real devil. He could not help 

but flash a look of disappointment in his eyes. At the next moment, a huge mind suddenly gushed out, 

covering a wide range of miles. 

 

Soon, ye Chen is a bright eyes, toward the direction of an extremely rich evil Qi, and quickly away! 

 

This preliminaries for others may be just an ordinary trial, but for ye Chen, it is equivalent to a treasure 

house! 

 

These real demons are all in the later stage of the heaven and earth and even the peak, which means 

that they all have the Qi of heaven and earth! 



 

Imagine, if you can devour the real demons on the mainland, what level can his heaven and earth Qi be 

promoted to? 

 

It is estimated that it can be compared with the real heaven and earth realm, and even the peak exists! 

 

In that case, ye Chen's strength will be greatly improved again, and the half of the destruction seal will 

also have a chance to condense completely! 

 

Even with Ye Chen's heart, are excited to the boiling blood! 

 

He just wants to kill now! Kill! Kill! 

 

Will the mainland in the real devil, one does not let go, all kill, swallow up!!! 

 

As he was walking fast through the forest, his eyes twinkled and he said to himself, "maybe, after 

swallowing all these real demons, I will have a chance to win in the examination before you..." 

 

Not long, ye Chen came to a cliff before, under the cliff, rolling black gas, faintly, seems to be able to see 

a very huge body! 

 

The devil in the black gas seemed to sense the existence of human beings nearby, and suddenly burst 

out a roar. The sound wave diffused around, shaking the cliff constantly, and countless cracks spread all 

over it! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are slightly narrowed, and he can achieve this level only by sound waves. It seems that 

although the devil has been weakened by the array, his strength should be more than one layer of 

heaven and earth! 

 

The next moment, the devil mouth a piece, unexpectedly is a sudden suck! 

 

The wind swept, he was like a long whale sucking in water, and sucked all the magic Qi into his mouth! 



 

Ye Chen fixed his eyes and saw a head of green and black, just like a hill, as high as dozens of feet. On his 

head was a demon with one eye and six arms, standing under the cliff! 

 

The devil's muscles are high and high, just like mountain peaks. There are countless black lines on his 

body surface. Just standing there gives people a feeling of violence and extreme power! 

 

According to Chu Wuying, the green and black troll is the power demon among the three demons of the 

sinking moon! 

 

Power demon, originally a real devil with the most terrible power, but under the suppression of the 

array, his strength has become his weak point! 

 

The devil saw Ye Chen give out a roar. He was imprisoned by the Terrans and the moon gods for 

countless years. Even if an ordinary person was treated like this, the resentment in his heart could be 

imagined. What's more, these cruel real demons? 

 

All the time, he is thinking about revenge on human and Protoss! 

 

Now, suddenly see a human appear in front of their own eyes, this force devil in the heart of the ferocity 

was completely inspired out! 

 

In his one eye, there was a very vicious and vicious light, and his mouth opened slightly, outlining a 

ferocious smile. At the next moment, when his whole body was full of evil spirit, he was slapping at Ye 

Chen! 

 

It seems that this power demon is going to blow ye Chen into flesh mud with one palm! 

 

The moment of this stroke, a storm was set off. Countless trees and rocks were smashed in the storm, 

and the cliff where ye Chen stood turned into powder in an instant!On the square, in addition to the 

nine main seats, there are many seats, which are now full. 

 



These seats are for the people of the nine royal families, as well as for those of high status in the sinking 

moon sea. At the moment, each of them is looking up at the transmission crystal suspended above. 

 

This transmission crystal presents a picture of the contestants in the mainland! 

 

At this moment, there was a low cry from the crowd. In one of the pictures, a giant devil like a hill was 

wielding a terrible palm. Before it really fell, it turned everything around into nothingness, and there 

were cracks in the space! 

 

This demon head is a powerful devil. You can't imagine it. It is suppressed by the array! 

 

In terms of power, this palm has even surpassed heaven and earth! 

 

People's eyes, can't help but focus on this transmission crystal, heart also some nervous up! 

 

But when they saw the young man who was facing this terrible palm, they were slightly stunned 

 

Why is the young man so plain? 

 

Even with a trace of disdain? 

 

Ye Chen stands in the void, with a cold smile on his mouth. At the next moment, the body of the 

heavenly demon, the formula of burning blood, and all kinds of evil bodies are exerting one after 

another. His great power surges in Ye Chen's body. His eyes are shining, and facing the huge palm that 

covers the whole sky, he punches! 

 

Ye Chen's fist is extremely small compared with this huge palm. The people in the square shake their 

heads in secret, and they don't think that the young man's fist can compete with the green black magic 

palm! 

 

In a flash, ye Chen's fist finally collided with that huge hand! 

 



Time, as if with a moment of stillness 
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The original clear and incomparable picture seems to suddenly become illusory in people's eyes 

 

Why? 

 

Because, the power is strong to a certain extent, it will make the space and even light distortion. 

 

And in this hazy, incomparably frightening scene, appeared! 

 

Suffocate! 

 

Real suffocation! 

 

Everyone didn't expect that the result of this fist palm collision would be like this! 

 

I saw, in the picture, the magic palm that seems enough to cover the sky, at the moment of touching Ye 

Chen's fist, it is a slight meal, and then, there is a loud, earth shaking sound, strong wind pressure swept 

out, and even the space, cut a crack, and this is not the most shocking! 

 

What really shakes people's eyes is that under Ye Chen's fist, the green and black hands of the troll 

suddenly inflated, and then, like a balloon, burst! 

 

Blow it up completely! 

 

The whole palm, instantly exploded, turned into a black blood rain, fell from the sky, dyed the whole 

land! 



 

The troll uttered a cry of pain, one eye trembled wildly, and looked at Ye Chen with a look of 

incomparable fear! 

 

Two giant legs like the pillars of heaven move in tandem, and quickly retreat towards the rear! 

 

On the square, everyone is a ghost expression, the brain seems to be melting 

 

Ye Chen unexpectedly is a fist to blow that Troll's palm into pieces directly? 

 

This, too much exaggeration? 

 

You know, the troll's physical strength has exceeded the early days of heaven and earth! 

 

Even the martial arts in the early days of heaven and earth, even the weaker body cultivation, are 

definitely not the opponents of the force demon weakened by the array! 

 

But 

 

Ye Chen just now, with absolute physical strength, directly smashed the opponent's magic palm! 

 

What a bully! 

 

Although, this also has the effect of the array. After all, after being suppressed, attacking with pure 

strength can cause more damage to the power demon, but it will never have such a fantastic effect, 

right? 

 

It can only be said that ye Chen's power is too strong! 

 

Strong enough to be beyond understanding! 



 

Ye Chen looks indifferent. The result is in his expectation. At the next moment, his body moves, his foot 

destroys, and Daoyun stirs up. In an instant, he steps out of space, disappears from the original place 

and appears in front of the fleeing demon. 

 

The ferocious devil who has just recovered from the seal is like a frightened child. Seeing ye Chen, his 

whole body trembles at the moment when he sees Ye Chen. He does not even have the courage to 

resist. He suddenly raises his foot and sweeps out, tearing up the space, and he is about to jump into the 

void and hide. 

 

Can, how can ye Chen give him this opportunity? 

 

Ye Chen's mouth raised a smile, the whole body muscle like a dragon Rao bone, instant tension, the next 

moment, the ultimate strength rush out! 

 

"Out Ye Chen roared, and his fists were like a storm, and they were bombarded with madness! 

 

Between a short breath, ye Chen actually blew out tens of thousands of fists!!! 

 

The demon had no time to step into the void, and his body was twisted like a clay figure under the tens 

of thousands of bombardments 

 

Powerful power even let his huge body curiously stagnate in the air! 

 

People in the square were stunned when they saw this scene, just like petrified 

 

After an instant, there was a big bang again. This time, it was no longer a palm that burst out 

 

It's the giant body of the demon! 

 

Endless black blood rain, the transmission of the crystal screen, all dyed pure black color 



 

Not to mention the audience, even the masters of Guanghan hall in the major sea areas are a bit silly 

 

At the same time, they turned their heads and looked at the master of Chihai hall 

 

But see, even the evening is also a pair of dull appearance. 

 

He knew that ye Chen's power was very strong. After all, it was reflected in the battle between the 

sacrificial platform and Xi rong'er, but he didn't expect to be so strong! 

 

In the blood rain, ye Chen's eyes have turned into pure black color. Suddenly, he locked a transparent 

shadow, and was running away towards the distance under the cover of the blood rain. Ye Chen gave a 

cold smile and said in a cold voice, "soul swallowing and sky penetrating." 

 

At the next moment, a dark whirlpool appeared on the top of the shadow! 

 

This shadow is naturally the soul of the devil. 

 

At the moment, seeing the whirlpool with strong soul biting rhyme, I can't help but give out a scream of 

panic. I have to resist the swallowing of the whirlpool! 

 

But how can he resist it in his present state? 

 

In a twinkling of an eye, he was involved in the whirlpool, and the whirlpool was a flash, and he did not 

enter the eyebrows of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are slightly closed, and the way to eat the soul runs. In an instant, he thoroughly refines 

the soul of the force demon. In the sea of knowledge, a ray of golden breath suddenly emerges, which is 

the spirit of heaven and earth!The Qi of heaven and earth is weaker than that of swallowing Shi Fei. 

After all, the devil has been sealed for a long time. Even the Qi of heaven and earth has been worn away 

 

However, for ye Chen, it is also a huge harvest!!! 



 

He couldn't help but laugh in the blood rain. As long as he could get the Qi of heaven and earth, how 

about being weak? 

 

There are a lot of them on the island! 

 

A moment later, ye Chen calmed down, and the blood rain had already fallen. Ye Chen took a dark red 

crystal into his hand with a wave of his hand. His body flashed and went in a certain direction. 

 

This seven days time, every minute every second, ye Chen will not waste! 

 

He wants to kill as many of these demons as he can! 

 

To tell you the truth, if he can, he even wants to stay on this continent until all the demons released are 

killed 

 

His eyes twinkled, from the induction of the wave of evil Qi, the breath, it seems that the target of this 

time, is the soul devil! 

 

People on the square, see ye Chen in the blood rain in the scene of laughter, but they can't help but 

shiver! 

 

Many people's face is a faint appearance of horror. Ye Chen looks like he is enjoying the blood rain 

brought by the death of the power demon? 

 

Ye Chen at the moment is like a demon who enjoys killing and killing! 

 

These people even have some pity for those ferocious demons 

 

Because, more terrible than them, now, has come! 

 



At this time, someone sent out a exclamation: "you Look over there... " 

 

When they heard the speech, they turned their heads and looked around, but they were shocked again 

 

In the picture, a young man with black hair and bloody eyes is standing on a wasteland with 

incomparable elegance, but in front of him is a body that is torn apart! 

 

The whole body of the corpse is red and gold, and there are very complicated runes all over the body. 

Even if the body is dead now, the whole body still exudes faint rhymes. Obviously, the devil with red 

gold complexion is the martial devil among the three demons! 

 

The most powerful part of this martial devil lies in his martial arts and Taoist rhymes! 

 

Although martial demons are demons, these demons are born with extremely strong talents on martial 

arts. They can even have mysterious communication with all kinds of Taoist rhymes. They are also the 

most difficult one among the three demons of Sunmoon! 

 

Now, the Taoist rhyme of the martial arts demon has been suppressed, but for these young warriors 

under the age of 500, even if their qualifications are evil, they are extremely difficult opponents! 

 

But! 

 

Just now, it seems that the martial devil has just met with the young man with black hair and blood 

eyes, and even has no time to breathe. It has become this appearance! 

 

Just now, ye Chen directly blows the power demon into a blood mist, which is enough to stimulate 

people's nerves. However, there will be several metamorphosis in each session of the Huayue Dabi. 

Therefore, the public can still accept it. But how can there be another one? 

 

And the most frightening thing is that the method used by the black haired youth to divide the body of 

the martial devil seems to be the martial arts charm! 

 



He was completely superior to the martial arts and demons, so that the martial arts and demons were 

attacked by the power of the heavenly way they exerted, and split themselves up 

 

This is even more incredible than ye Chen's smashing the power demon with his strength! 

 

Many people, even several Guanghan hall masters, are looking at GE Qingyun, the master of Xihai Hall 

 

After all, the black haired youth is a contestant in the West Sea 

 

Ge Qingyun's eyes flashed, but he didn't show much surprise. This young man with black hair also 

smashed Lin Jianqing's sword light in the first place 

 

A sense of fear loomed in his eyes. The dark haired youth's understanding of martial arts even reached 

the point where he needed to look up to! 
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Just then, there was another cry of surprise! 

 

I saw that on the Shadow crystal, there were real demons being killed, and they were all crushed to 

death! 

 

For a moment, the whole square was silent 

 

Including Ye Chen, there are seven people 

 

These seven people all showed far more powerful than the general martial arts in a certain aspect! 

 

Everyone was completely shocked by the seven contestants! 



 

At the same time, their eyes also appeared extremely excited look! 

 

This session of the Huayue Dabi, will be incomparably wonderful, far better than before! 

 

With so many talents beyond understanding, it's hard to be brilliant or not! 

 

At this time, another real devil falls down. In the picture, a young man in black robe, with narrow eyes 

and holding a very expensive sword, gasps heavily. The sword is stained with blood and drops to the 

ground. Under his sword, there is a green and black body without a head, which is the power devil! 

 

This young man is one of the participants in the Black Sea! 

 

After killing the demon, his face showed a very proud look. He shook the tip of his sword, took out the 

magic crystal in his brain, and then left the place. 

 

This man was able to defeat the demon without paying any price. In fact, his strength was not weak. 

However, it was very clear to all that the contestant was the first to encounter the demon. 

 

But now we can defeat each other. Compared with the seven people who killed those demons in 

seconds, the gap is a little big 

 

Moreover, although he did not pay any price, in terms of his performance in the battle, he did not 

belong to the same class as the seven men. 

 

If put in the usual, this person's performance is enough to win countless cheers, but after seeing the 

dragon dance, will you still be interested in playing with fish and shrimp? 

 

After being shocked by the seven demons, the young man's performance has been unable to set off any 

waves in the hearts of the audience. 

 



Chu Wu Ying saw this, and his face gradually became gloomy. Originally, among the five inland seas, the 

martial arts of the black sea was the most powerful, which was superior to the other four seas. Among 

the Black Sea talents who participated in the Huayue Dabi, there was a genius demon, who was the 

young year with narrow eyes! 

 

Originally, in Chu Wu Ying's opinion, this evil spirit should shine brilliantly on the big match of the moon, 

and suppress it for eight days. But who knows, it will be such a result? 

 

How could he not figure out how there were so many strange monsters suddenly emerging in these 

open seas and several inland seas with a certain gap between their strength and the black sea? 

 

Besides, these people are still unheard of! 

 

In the square, there is a man with a mask and white hair. He seems to be very old. He is also sitting in 

the audience. His eyes are always focused on the Shadow crystal reflecting Ye Chen's action. 

 

Suddenly, the old man's eyes lit up, and the young man in the picture came to a real devil again! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he will recognize this pair of eyes, which he can't see through! 

 

This man is the elder Wu of the Senate! 

 

At this time, other people also noticed this scene, and a man exclaimed: "you see, the contestants of 

Red Sea have fought with a real devil again What's more, what he chose this time is not limo It's a 

demon of spirit 

 

All people smell speech, is the complexion changes! 

 

You know, these demons all have corresponding weaknesses. Generally speaking, those who are very 

outstanding in strength will hunt for power demons, while those who are advantaged in spirit and soul 

will hunt for spirit demons! 

 



Just now, ye Chen has shown his extraordinary talent in power. He should hunt for the magic power! 

 

But now, why did he find this demon? 

 

An idea that makes everyone some can't believe appears in their mind! 

 

Is this This seemingly indifferent young man is extraordinary above the spirit? 

 

If so, this person is too terrible! 

 

In a certain way, it can reach the realm of killing real demons by seconds. Even by the standard of 

Sunmoon sea, it can be called the eternal evil spirits in martial arts. But if you have such strong talents in 

both aspects? 

 

Well, it's unimaginable 

 

Besides God, there seems to be no other word to describe! 

 

At this time, the ghost of the moon seems to have noticed Ye Chen. His blood red eyes suddenly look 

towards Ye Chen's direction! 

 

This demon has gray skin, full of fangs, and his arms are very long, even beyond the knee. What's more, 

his body is almost illusory, giving people a kind of illusion like a ghost. 

 

The moment the red eyes saw Ye Chen, they burst out a burst of blood light. Almost at the same time, a 

huge gray snake shadow appeared on the top of Ye Chen's head, and rushed towards Ye Chen's 

knowledge sea! 

 

All of them are awe inspiring. The speed of this soul skill is too fast! 

 



At the same time, they are also slightly frown, although surprised at Ye Chen's talent, but in the face of 

this soul demon, it's a bit too careless?The giant snake's virtual shadow actually went directly into Ye 

Chen's consciousness sea. Ye Chen didn't seem to use any spirit defense! 

 

Soul repair's attack, but very terrible, even can cross the level and fight, with the weak win the strong! 

 

How can you show such a big flaw? 

 

In the face of this demon, he even swaggered to the other side, and did not defend? 

 

It should not be! 

 

Some people even sneered directly: "this boy can't kill a demon and think he can sweep the whole 

continent? Hehe, now, in the face of this demon, I see that he will suffer a loss! " 

 

Many people's hearts, are the same idea! 

 

They just saw a contestant in the Yellow Sea with their own eyes. Because of his carelessness, he was hit 

by the spirit spirit skill, and nearly got seriously injured. He tried all kinds of means to protect his life, so 

he managed to defeat the spirit demon! 

 

However, the warrior's condition also became extremely bad. It was estimated that he would have to 

hide for some time before he could start hunting again. 

 

Even if ye Chen's talent is not bad on the spirit, it is almost impossible to think of a soul skill to resist the 

spirit devil? 

 

But 

 

As expected, ye Chen holds his head, and the picture of bleeding from seven orifices never appears 

 



Don't say it didn't show up! 

 

Even, ye Chen's expression has not changed at all!!! 

 

What's going on here!? 

 

The soul skill of soul demon seems to have no effect on Ye Chen! 

 

Old Wu's eyes are getting brighter and brighter! 

 

People feel crazy! 

 

A moment ago, they felt that ye Chen had entrusted the university with 

 

The next moment, I was beaten in the face! 

 

Ye Chen, which is what is big? 

 

Clearly is the soul of the soul of the devil skills, completely dismissive! 

 

What is worth defending and being careful about the soul skill that you can't even shake? 

 

But 

 

Is this really possible? 

 

Is there such an evil spirit in the world! 

 

Even the demon seems to have been stupid 
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In his red eyes, the color of rage emerged, and the whole body's soul power fluctuated like a storm 

wave. At the next moment, it was a soul attack! 

 

This time, appeared in the top of Ye Chen's head is a ghost shadow! 

 

The power of the spirit contained in this ghost head is obviously several times stronger than that of the 

giant snake! 

 

People thought that ye Chen should be defending this time, right? 

 

However, the ghost still bombards Ye Chen's knowledge sea without hindrance 

 

All the audience are staring at Ye Chen's face, as if to grasp the most subtle expression changes 

 

No! 

 

Or not!!! 

 

This hit soul skill, or no effect! 

 

Soul demon looked at Ye Chen as if frozen in general, a moment later, the anger in his eyes was 

completely dissipated, turned into a thick fear! 

 

If he moves, he will turn and run! 

 

At this time, ye Chen light way: "you attacked me twice, now it's my turn?" 



 

As soon as the voice fell, a dark whirlpool appeared on the top of the demon's head. The soul 

swallowing rhyme was surging out! 

 

The soul demon screamed, and his soul power fluctuated violently, resisting the attack of the soul eating 

power. For a time, he was really in a stalemate with the black whirlpool! 

 

Ye Chen sees this, but a cold smile appears in the corner of his mouth. At the next moment, his eyes turn 

into pure black color, and the refining peak in the sea of knowledge is also full of light! 

 

The attraction of the whirlpool suddenly soared, and the demon gave out a terrible roar. He tried his 

best to run the power of the spirit. His eyes were covered with blood! 

 

But it doesn't help 

 

A transparent shadow was drawn into the whirlpool. After losing his soul, the ghost demon's body, 

which looked very unreal, solidified and fell on the earth. His eyes had lost their vitality. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and waves his hand. He takes out the magic crystal from his brain. 

 

He has the body of reading demons and refining peak, which can be said to be the nemesis of all soul 

cultivation. 

 

What's more, don't forget that ye Chen will not only get the Qi of heaven and earth, but also his spirit 

power will be greatly improved when he devours the strong man in the later period of heaven and earth 

by the way of soul devouring! 

 

Now, ye Chen's spirit has grown to a rather terrible level, which is no worse than the ordinary heaven 

and earth! 

 

And when he devoured enough real demons with the way of soul devouring. 

 



Then, his spirit will be greatly improved again! 

 

The people on the square look at the Red Sea hall master Xi Yun is a strange face. 

 

Chu Wu Ying said with a cold smile: "brother Xi, you have such an evil spirit in the red sea? You are good 

enough to hide. Previously, we didn't get any news 

 

No, it's just for him to make a big splash on the moon comparison, so that he can be ashamed before 

the snow? " 

 

Xi Wen Wen speech light smile, did not answer, however, his heart is extremely excited! 

 

It seems that ye Chen said that he wanted to win six treasure boxes of the moon. It is really possible to 

do so! 

 

Chihai, this time is really standing up! 

 

Because ye Chen and stand up! 

 

Since then, the other four inland seas dare not regard the Red Sea as the bottom of the existence, right? 

 

Just when all the people have calmed down because of Ye Chen's rebellious performance 

 

Ye Chen once again made an unexpected move! 

 

This time, he was confronted with a real devil with a whole body of red gold 

 

Many people see this scene, are directly from the seat to stand up! 

 

The goal of Mo Shen is moo Chen! 



 

What does that mean? 

 

Is it necessary to prove to everyone that he has the talent against heaven in strength, spirit and martial 

arts? 

 

If ye Chen can really defeat the Sunmoon demon, then his name will be recorded in history! 

 

Ye Chen is in opposition to the sunken moon demon. The reason why he challenges these three kinds of 

real demons is that he only wants to distinguish which one of them takes the shortest time to fight 

 

It's not about trying to show something. 

 

With a roar from the sunken moon warrior, he raised his palm knife and chopped at Ye Chen. The breath 

of incomparable sharpness burst out from his palm knife. In front of Ye Chen, there was a virtual shadow 

of a huge blade! 

 

In the shadow of the giant blade, there is a very strong Dao rhyme. The hand Dao cut by the martial arts 

and demons at will contains a much more refined and pure Dao meaning than the ordinary Dao 

cultivation in heaven and earth! 

 

When ye Chen saw this, his eyes flashed. At the next moment, the six Mie Zhenjue was used, which was 

enough to destroy the heaven and the earth. In an instant, ye Chen's eyes flashed wildly, and his body 

moved. Daoyun accompanied him. He also put up a knife and cut it off! 

 

People see, eyes tremble, attack with the same means? 

 

If ye Chen's martial arts charm is not as good as that of the fallen moon, then ye Chen will surely fall 

behind in the fight between the hitters and swords!When the shadow of the huge blade trembled, he 

cut down toward Ye Chen with a rolling chill! 

 



For a time, the space was broken, and countless cracks appeared on the earth. Even though the Shadow 

crystal was separated, everyone could feel a strong sense of knife bursting out, which seemed to make 

them fall into a sea full of countless huge blades. 

 

And along with the cutting off of the huge blade, their spirits are also a kind of stabbing pain, as if there 

are countless long knives chopped on their spirits! 

 

The bodies of all the people trembled slightly! What a terrible sword! 

 

Through the transmission of Shadow crystal, we can imagine how much pressure Ye Chen is facing in the 

face of this knife! 

 

Even Xi Yun's face changed slightly, and his eyes flashed with tension and worry. He was ready to help Ye 

Chen at any time! 

 

Of course, if you do that, ye Chen will lose the qualification to participate in the Huayue Dabi 

 

At this time, a black knife light flash, from ye Chen's hand quickly cut out, in a flash, and then with the 

huge sword virtual shadow cut by the martial devil hit a place! 

 

Click, vaguely, there seems to be something broken 

 

All the masters of Guanghan hall saw this, and their eyes flashed. They knew that what was broken was 

a law 

 

The two people's martial arts charm is strong, actually in the fight at the same time, broken a trace of 

law! 

 

The next moment, all the pupils are in a violent earthquake! 

 

One by one, they stare at the Shadow crystal reflecting Ye Chen as if they were looking at some 

monster. Even old Wu couldn't help standing up! 



 

Why? 

 

Because the virtual shadow of the huge blade actually collapses under the Dark Blade awn cut by Ye 

Chen! 

 

Finally, under the erosion of the destruction of Daoyun, the shadow of the giant blade just supported 

three short breaths, and then disappeared completely! 

 

A flash of black light, continue to chop down towards the martial devil! 

 

Seeing this, the martial devil turned pale, and his eyes showed a look of great fear. His hands moved 

together, and his pure and incomparable martial intention stirred up. After several moves, he finally 

eliminated the light of the sword! 

 

Ye Chen sees the shape and frowns slightly 

 

It seems that the strength of this martial devil is superior to the other two demons 
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Ye Chen has the spirit of destruction, which has been inherited by the Lord of destruction and practiced 

the six true secrets of the family in the dark region. It is not weak in the martial arts. However, if it exists 

in the later period of heaven and earth, it can not be said that it is much better 

 

He shook his head, turned his wrist, and a dark sword fell into his hands. 

 

The test is over. Here's the real fight! 

 



In a twinkling of an eye, a frightening sword light that seems to be able to cut and break the world, 

gushes out from the dark long sword, and roars away towards the moon sinking demon! 

 

The warrior demon was not willing to be outdone. With a roar, the rune on his body suddenly lit up, and 

the whole body exuded an inexplicable aura. Actually, the sword shadow that he cut out was more solid 

and sharp! 

 

The figure of the two people is constantly interlaced, extremely fierce battle in one place! 

 

After half column incense's time, a very unwilling cry was introduced into the people's ears in the 

square. The body of the moon sinking demon was finally chopped into several pieces by Ye Chen's sword 

light. Although the vitality of the real devil was not weak, it had no chance to recover under the array 

suppression and destruction of Daoyun's life source, so he died under Ye Chen's sword. 

 

The dark whirlpool reappears, ye Chen with the power to eat the soul, the spirit of the martial devil also 

completely disappeared. 

 

Won 

 

Win again! 

 

Although Ye Chen's win this time was not as shocking as the previous two, he also won with great ease 

 

That is to say, ye Chen is a demon in power, spirit and martial arts? 

 

People just feel, a burst of suffocation 

 

It seems that even God can't describe Ye Chen's adversity 

 

At the same time, they can't help but look forward to 

 



Looking forward to Ye Chen's performance in the match! 

 

Soon, a day has passed since the preliminaries began. Since then, other contestants have defeated 

Zhenmo. However, ye Chen and six sunken moons are in front of them. These days, their amazing 

presence in the sea area can no longer attract the audience's attention 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's magic crystal has exceeded 20! 

 

If he hunts at this speed, he will soon collect 30 magic crystals and advance to the competition, right? 

 

Before that, the other six monsters who showed great brilliance seemed to have lost interest in 

collecting magic crystals. They did not specially hunt except for hitting the real demons in their hands 

without long eyes. 

 

It felt like the strength of these real demons was not worth their efforts 

 

Seeing this, many audiences have already noticed the difference 

 

It's OK with the inland waters. However, in this month's competition, the strength of the overseas 

competitors has changed dramatically compared with the past 

 

And it happened at the same time 

 

If there is no other force to intervene in this big match, these are the top celebrities in the sinking moon 

sea, but the audience of the rich will not believe it. 

 

But what kind of forces can influence the four major open seas at the same time, so that the outer sea 

hall master can change the candidates for participating in the Huayue Dabi? 

 

I'm afraid there is only one force that can do it 

 



On the seats in the square, many people are flashing their eyes. In their hearts, there are some guesses! 

 

Mr. Wu, sitting in his seat, shook his head in secret, filled with helplessness in his heart 

 

It seems that the identities of these boys can't be concealed any more 

 

…… 

 

Somewhere in the mountain stream, a girl in green is walking slowly. 

 

The girl's face is extremely pure and beautiful, and the whole person exudes a fresh and refined 

temperament like a lotus. She walks on the land full of real demons, but she is very comfortable. She is 

full of curiosity about everything around her. It seems that she is not trying, but playing in the 

mountains and rivers. 

 

At this time, the girl's figure suddenly flashed, a woman with a cinnabar mole at the corner of her mouth 

appeared in front of her. 

 

The woman with cinnabar mouth is one of the participants in the Black Sea. 

 

The Black Sea woman glanced contemptuously at the girl, and said faintly, "are you a contestant in the 

South China Sea?" 

 

When the girl heard the speech, she said with a smile: "South China Sea, Lin Zhuqing, dare to ask her 

sister?" 

 

The Black Sea woman's eyes narrowed slightly, looked up and down at Lin Zhuqing and said, "Lin 

Zhuqing? Never heard of As for my name? Hehe, sister, you can participate in the Huayue Dabie, is also 

one of the ultimate demons in the South China Sea? Why do you cover it up 

 

Her tone of voice, suddenly cold a division way: "like you such hideaway person, can not be qualified, 

know elder sister's name." 



 

Lin Zhuqing was stunned when he heard the speech. But soon, a smile reappeared on his pretty face and 

said, "in that case, I don't ask." 

 

After that, he would go straight across the Black Sea woman and leave. 

 

But when Lin Zhuqing came to the woman, a strong breath burst out of her body!The Black Sea woman 

said coldly, "I, let you go?" 

 

When Lin Zhuqing heard the speech, he stopped again and said, "what does sister mean?" 

 

Seeing that Lin Zhuqing was so obedient, the Black Sea woman could not help but feel more scorn. 

 

Originally, Lin Zhuqing concealed her accomplishments, which made the Black Sea woman have a trace 

of fear. Now it seems that the reason why she conceals her accomplishments is due to bravado, isn't it? 

 

Otherwise, in their own provocation, which Tianjiao will be so submissive attitude? 

 

The only explanation is that Lin Zhuqing's strength is too weak! 

 

Thinking of this, the Black Sea woman said with a sneer: "do you have magic crystal in your hand?" 

 

In accordance with the rules of the previous month, the preliminaries are the opportunity to eliminate 

those overseas competitors! 

 

If Lin Zhuqing was robbed of the magic crystal by himself here, surely, the evaluation of the 

preliminaries would be greatly reduced? 

 

And he also got the magic crystal in vain, which can be said to kill two birds with one stone. 

 



What she didn't know, though, was that when she said that, the audience in the square looked strange. 

 

Looking at the Black Sea woman's eyes, as if looking at a clown 

 

Why? 

 

Lin Zhuqing easily defeated several real demons. Although the Black Sea woman also defeated several 

real demons, she was quite reluctant to win 

 

Compared with Lin Zhuqing, his strength is not at the same level. 

 

But they don't know why Lin Zhuqing is so submissive to the Black Sea woman? 

 

Lin Zhuqing nodded: "I do have some." 

 

The Black Sea woman coldly stretched out her hand and said, "give me all the magic crystals in your 

hands." 

 

The audience on the square, all eyes flash, I do not know how Lin Zhuqing will respond. 

 

The next moment, a scene beyond everyone's expectation, appeared! 

 

Lin Zhuqing actually casually took those magic crystals in his hand and said with a smile, "if you want it, 

you can take it." 
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That Black Sea woman hears speech, in the eye flash a touch of joy, even she did not expect, this Lin 

Zhuqing should listen to such a degree? 



 

She even doubted whether this woman was really arrogant. Maybe, to participate in the Huayue Dabi 

was a kind of trade with the South China Sea hall leader? 

 

She can't wait to reach out and take those magic crystals from Lin Zhuqing's hand. 

 

However, at this time, the Black Sea woman's face was suddenly changed, and her outstretched hand 

was also stiff in the air. She slowly raised her head, and her eyes were shaking wildly. She looked at the 

pure and pure woman in front of her with a smile like spring breeze. 

 

Why? 

 

The Black Sea woman roars in her heart 

 

Why, oneself cannot take over this magic crystal from Lin Zhuqing's hand? 

 

At the moment, her body is instinctively resisting, as if, in front of her is not a few magic crystals, but the 

ancient fierce beast's eggs 

 

Once you take it, it's the rage of the fierce beast that waits for you! 

 

Lin Zhuqing looked at the woman faintly, slowly withdrew his hand, and said, "since you have no 

courage to bear the consequences, then you should not expect something that does not belong to you. 

 

The cultivation of martial arts is like sailing against the current. If you don't advance, you will retreat. If 

you don't take away the magic crystal from me today, there will be a crack in the heart of Tao. I'm afraid 

there's no hope of advancement in this life. " 

 

After that, Lin Zhuqing crossed the pale black sea woman and walked forward. 

 

The woman in the black sea was so frightened by the words that she was in a cold sweat. For a genius 

like her, she couldn't advance to the origin. It was even more painful than death! 



 

"What are you talking about?" she said with a loud drink! When did I allow you to leave 

 

As soon as the voice falls, he will hit Lin Zhuqing with one hand! 

 

But 

 

However, this palm was once again stagnated in the air. The woman saw Lin Zhuqing go far away. 

However, this palm could not be dropped 

 

Until Lin Zhuqing left completely, her body suddenly softened and collapsed on the ground. 

 

On the square, a crowd of audience were looking at the scene inexplicably. They didn't know what Lin 

Zhuqing had done. 

 

Just now, Lin Zhuqing didn't even let out his breath. Why did the Black Sea woman look like this? 

 

A figure suddenly appeared in an empty place. Looking at the direction of Lin Zhuqing's departure, ye 

Chen frowned slightly and said to himself, "I didn't expect that this woman's heart of Tao is so strong." 

 

Xuanhanyu said solemnly: "this woman's exquisite heart is quite different from you, but it is also a very 

powerful one between heaven and earth. Maybe she is your biggest enemy in this big match of the 

moon." 

 

Ye Chen's Wuzu Daoxin is indestructible. Even if he is trapped in such a desperate predicament, he can 

make a breakthrough and never waver. 

 

Such a Taoist mind can be of great help to the martial arts! 

 

However, Lin Zhuqing's exquisite heart is the foundation to distinguish everything. In Lin Zhuqing's eyes, 

there has never been any despair, only success or failure, doing or not doing. 



 

In other words, in any predicament, as long as there is a chance of reversal, there will be no impact on 

Lin Zhuqing's Daoxin! 

 

At the same time, the owner of Linglong Daoxin can easily shake the will of others and create flaws in 

the other party's Tao heart! 

 

Just now, the reason why Lin Zhuqing was able to make the Black Sea woman unable to do so was 

because of her exquisite Daoxin! 

 

Ye Chen's body flashed and appeared in front of the woman in the Black Sea. 

 

At the moment, the evil spirit from the Black Sea is full of tears. In his mind, Lin Zhuqing's words before 

he left 

 

Is it true that they can not advance to the original realm? 

 

The woman looked at Ye Chen and threw several magic crystals into Ye Chen's eyes. She seemed to have 

lost her interest in the Huayue Dabi. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly. The power of Linglong Dao's heart was still ahead of his expectation. 

Could such a huge flaw appear in the state of mind of a heaven and earth state? 

 

The audience in the square are also curious. What is Ye Chen going to do? 

 

Is it for magic crystal? 

 

But they guessed wrong again 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand at will, and more than 20 magic crystals fell in front of the Black Sea woman. He 

said faintly, "if you don't want it, take it to your companion." 



 

After that, his body flashed and disappeared. 

 

The Black Sea woman looked at those magic crystal stupefied, slowly took these magic crystal to the 

hand, suddenly, in the sky, a colorful light column came, the woman's figure disappeared in the light 

column. 

 

The audience in the square was speechless 

 

No one thought that this woman had become the first qualified person? 

 

After the contestants collect 30 magic crystals, they will be automatically transported out of the 

mainland. 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at the colorful light column and shakes her head. If this woman does not take away 

her magic crystal, but passes the preliminary contest by her own strength, she will have a chance to 

make up for the flaw in the heart of Tao. Now, it is very difficult.The reason why he gave the magic 

crystal to the woman was very simple. He didn't want too many people to fight for their prey on this 

continent! 

 

…… 

 

A roar, in a desert in the sky, but the next moment, is a shower of blood from the sky. 

 

Ye Chen picks up the magic crystal on the ground, and a colorful light suddenly falls from the sky. He 

looks at the colorful light column and suddenly cuts it out with a sword. In an instant, he smashes the 

light pillar 

 

At this time, three days have passed since the start of the preliminaries, and ye Chen has no idea how 

many times he has broken the light pillar. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is a madman who is totally addicted to killing in the hearts of the audience 



 

I guess he didn't want to leave the continent just to enjoy the pleasure of killing? 

 

Not only that, as long as ye Chen meets other contestants, he will not hesitate to hand over his magic 

crystal and send others out of this continent 

 

In people's opinion, ye Chen did this to turn this continent into a killing paradise of his own? 

 

For a moment, watching this young man who was hunting for real demons, the audience's heart was 

also chilly! 

 

They secretly decided to warn the disciples of the clansmen not to provoke this madman after the end 

of the Huayue Dabi! 

 

But Chu Wu Ying is already full of iron and green color. He stares at Xi Yun and says: "brother Xi, this is 

the contestant you brought. What's the significance of this preliminary contest if he does this?" 

 

Hearing the speech, Xi Xuan spread out his hand and said, "brother Chu, the rules are not required. Can't 

you get magic crystal from others? If not, how can we snatch the magic crystal from the overseas 

competitors? " 
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The several sea hall owners also looked at Chu Wuying with a smile. 

 

In the past, the competitors from the inland waters all eliminated the competitors from the open seas. 

At that time, why not talk about the significance? 

 

Now, because ye Chen has upset the balance of the preliminaries, so that other contestants can easily 

advance to the main race, is it time to host justice? 

 



Chu Wu Ying heard the speech, and his face changed slightly. He snorted coldly and stopped talking. 

 

…… 

 

In a flash, seven days passed. 

 

A man with blood stained and indifferent expression stands on the top of the mountain. At the moment, 

the whole land seems to have been swept away. There is no real devil in the mainland any more! 

 

And this man is Ye Chen naturally! 

 

He is also the only warrior who remains in this continent. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are slightly closed, and the power of the spirit is surging all over his body. In his sea of 

knowledge, the originally incomparably thin golden breath has turned into a golden star river! 

 

He opened his eyes, and a flash of ecstasy flashed in his eyes and said, "263 heads In these seven days, I 

killed 263 real demons. With the strength of the Qi of heaven and earth, I am no longer under the 

existence of the seven layers of heaven and earth! " 

 

Of course, this doesn't mean ye Chen can conquer the seven layers of heaven and earth at will! 

 

With such a powerful atmosphere of heaven and earth, ye Chen's strength has been improved by leaps 

and bounds! 

 

The realm is stepping into the four layers of heaven of the holy ancestral realm! 

 

Under the baptism of heaven and earth, his vitality, spirit and spiritual power have all undergone some 

qualitative changes! 

 



He took a deep breath, and the sea instantly boiled, driving the Golden Star River into the destruction of 

the rhyme. On his face, there was a very hard look on his face. Even though his spirit had been 

transformed, it was very difficult for ye Chen to control such a huge atmosphere of heaven and earth! 

 

In front of Ye Chen's body, countless black lights interweave, completing half of the incomplete road 

seal! 

 

In order to make up for half of the light, the light will disappear. 

 

Ye Chen looked lost and sighed: "I didn't expect that, with my understanding of the destruction Shinto, 

even if I had such a huge atmosphere of heaven and earth, it would not be able to completely 

supplement the seal of Tao." 

 

However, he soon regained his smile. Even if he could not make up for the destruction seal, this time, his 

harvest in this continent was extremely great! 

 

Today's Ye Chen, even in the face of the five or six layers of heaven and earth, is confident that he can 

have the power of the first World War! 

 

At this time, an array appeared under Ye Chen's body, and his body shape disappeared from the top of 

the mountain in an instant. 

 

Chu Wu Ying glared fiercely at Ye Chen on the Pu Tuan and said, "this preliminary contest All the 

contestants have been promoted successfully. Now, we will start the first competition assessment. In 

this assessment, the winner of the first round will be able to get a treasure chest of melting moon 

 

Although the contestants succeeded in the promotion because of Ye Chen's help, their looks were a 

little strange, but when they heard Chu Wuying's words, they couldn't help but feel refreshed! 

 

Chu Wu Ying continued: "the six examinations of Huayue Dabi are to judge the potential and 

comprehensive strength of the martial arts. They are divided into six tests: spirit, body, Tao, blood, war 

and heart! 

 



The first examination is the God test, which examines the spirits of all of you! The assessment method is 

also very simple! " 

 

With a wave of his hand and a flash of light, a piece of xylophone, which was full of rhyme and strong 

ancient flavor, fell in front of him. 

 

Chu Wu Ying said, "this xylophone is a treasure of the soul road. Next, I will borrow this xylophone and 

use it to attack the soul. The person who can persist in the music for the longest time will get a treasure 

chest of melting moon!" 

 

As soon as the words fell, Chu Wu Ying's powerful breath suddenly burst out. He gazed at the 

xylophone, and there appeared a dignified color on his face! 

 

The next moment, the incomparably magnificent spiritual power, condenses in his fingertip, falls on the 

string, gently plucks! 

 

A burst of incomparably melodious and elegant, just like the high mountains and flowing water, instantly 

enveloped all the competitors in the field! 

 

At the moment when the sound of the zither enters the ear, many martial artists suddenly change their 

looks. In the recognition of the sea, it seems that the river has fallen into the sea, and the spirit is almost 

distorted! 

 

All of them are full of spirit and soul power. It seems that they want to stimulate the treasures to defend 

the spirits. However, no matter what the level of the treasure is, they are like nothing in front of the 

sound of the piano. They can't resist it at all! 

 

These monsters, who are incomparably beautiful in the sea area, are holding their heads one by one and 

howling at the moment! 

 

Soon, several people passed out! 

 

The sound of this zither is quite strange. Once the warrior faints, it will not cause any damage to it! 



 

After a short period of time, only seven people remained awake in the field! 

 

These seven people are ye Chen and the six dark moon sons! 

 

In the face of the music, until now, they are still a calm look, as if they are not affected at all.However, at 

this time, five of them actually moved their bodies and left from the futon one after another, and gave 

up the assessment on their own initiative! 

 

In the field, only Ye Chen and a boy with purple hair and purple eyes are left! 

 

Su Zi's eyes flashed and looked at Ye Chen. With a smile, a voice rang out in Ye Chen's mind: "childe ye, I 

didn't expect you to make a breakthrough in your cultivation so quickly. Su Mou here, congratulations to 

you." 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, he is not surprised. It's no surprise that Shen Yue can see through his 

accomplishments. However, the meaning in Su Zi's words attracts Ye Chen's attention. 

 

"Have you seen me before, sir?" he said 

 

Su Zidao: "I went to the fierce sea on that day, and happened to meet Mr. Ye, who called himself Shen 

Yue dark son, and resisted Lin Jianqing with a sword." 

 

Ye Chen looks micro motion, did not expect that at that time, this Su purple unexpectedly was at his 

side? 

 

His luck is really not sure, say good or bad 

 

"So, you are not satisfied that I have come to my trouble in disguise?" 

 

Su Zi said with a smile: "it seems that Mr. Ye has already guessed my identity." 



 

In his purple eyes, a touch of fun appeared and said, "you can't be wrong to say that. I'm really 

interested in how powerful Mr. Ye is. Since there is such a good stage for us to have a try, how can I miss 

it? 

 

However, you don't have to worry about it. We are still arrogant in our hearts. Since Ye is the cultivation 

of the four layers of heaven in the holy ancestral realm, Su will suppress the power of spirit and soul in 

the same strength as you and fight against him! " 

 

Ye Chen hears speech a Leng, some unexpected look to Su Zi, fight with the same rank? 

 

It's been a long time since he stepped into martial arts. He hasn't been fighting against the same level 

beings 

 

It seems that the moon is very dark! 

 

However, ye Chen is laughing: "if so, you have lost." 


